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We use guards to protect ourselves. In Everything we can see a guard-like 

system. A father is a guard to his son. For different uses the guards are 

different. In our world it can be seen everywhere. To live long we use others 

as our guards. When we drive a car then we use the front car as a front guard 

and another car behind as back guard. In case of taking medicine, we use 

medicine as the guard of disease. If we use less guards in our life then we 

can support ourselves. Knowingly or unknowingly, we make guards for our 

own safety. It is sometimes good or bad. 

If there is no guard then we feel alone and that time we also try to find guards. 

When there are no guards then risk factors come into effect. So, the 

probability of unknown things increases as the number of guards decreases. 

Now I also describe it in a mathematical way. 

Let x be a number which is less than 2 then all the numbers greater than or 

equal to 2 are the guards of x because all the numbers less than 2 are less 

than other numbers greater than 2. If we take 1 as a unit length then 2 

represents two units of length and length of 2 units suppresses 1 unit. It is a 

realisation. In the real sense we always use one as a guard of another. In the 

market a shopkeeper uses good ones to protect bad ones to sell properly. In 

our body our thinking always makes some guards whenever needed. In this 

way we always make others as guardable as possible to protect from 

accidents. Every object has a guard to be in the world and if there is no guard 

then the object will be demolished. The guards may be thinking also. There 

are virtual guards like " good people's word". 

There are thinking guards, real guards. Real guards can help directly but 

thinking guards can help indirectly or directly as per our needs. Thinking 

guards are always helpful but real guards can sometimes be not useful as the 

real guards sometimes want back something. In our body various organs are 

protected by medicine. Here medicine is a guard but if we try to concentrate 

our mind on the organ which is affected by disease then our thinking will act 

as a preliminary guard and it will try to protect our organ. So we must think 

how to use our thinking as a guard of everything. 

If someone can say A>B (A is the superset of B) than any points of A may 

or may not be in B, but all points of B are in A. This guard relationship 

depends on users who want to take a guard or who want to be as guard and 

also the type of purpose of guard. 

The most important thing is that natural guards are always present in nature. 

Those who find guard or can use guard properly can always be safe and 

succeed. 

So, when we go outside then light is a guard, big trees are guards, a well-

known person is a guard of a less known person, like that there are many 

types of thinking for getting guards. In the number system the set of rational 

numbers is the guard of the set of natural numbers, because natural numbers 

can not exceed the rational numbers. If we find an element x then if it is less 

than y, then y is the guard of x. By assigning various definitions of x and y 

we can get the distinct relationship between x and y and can be guard of one 

another according to the assignment of x and y. To make yourself a great 

known person keep other more knowledgeable people as your guard. This is 

the clue of this article to make every one good. To drive a car, always try to 

keep the front one as guard. When you act as a guard then you must have to 

be careful. In our family also the senior ones are the guards of juniors. Those 

who maintain the seniors as guards can be safe. So, it is not necessary to 

follow the guards but there are guards to protect us. 

Any type of gourd can be created or inbuilt. Some gourds are there to protect 

us. We can use the gourds or someone else can use us as gourds. It is for 

some reason or situation which creates gourds. Our nature is our gourd and 

we are also the gourd of nature. So if we go into deep details then we can 

find many productive things about gourds. 

I can write many things about the gourd -like system and its effect on us and 

all the living or non-living bodies. I know now that anyone can understand 

and think about this system. So I don't want to discuss more in my research 

paper. I let it to others who may try to find out more things from it. The most 

important thing is that there is a great mathematical view in this gourd 

system. In any kind of mathematics or most of the division of mathematics 

this system is used. In sets we protect one set by another. In the matrix we 

can use the gourd system. In geometry we can use it. So all in mathematics 

we can see this system as well as in our life. The reader now can understand 

my thinking easily I hope. 
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